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P.S.M.S. Member Ron Spicer of Havertown, PA readies his boat for running the course. More pictures starting on page 12.

TASK FORCE-50 (always) 3rd Sunday in August, the action heating up.
See page 16 for more photos and results.

Visit us on the web at- SSMANA.ORG

MID-ATLANTIC SHIP MODEL CONFERENCE & SHOW, Saturday, 13 June 2015
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LOYALHANNA DOCKYARD
TAUBMAN PLANS
STAUBITZ OF BUFFALO/DOCKYARD MOLDINGS
HARTMAN MODEL BOATS

Dynamic Models is
BACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!

THE DROMEDARY
RON BURCHETT HULLS/
CHARACTER SHIP MODELS
DYNAMIC MODELS

Now available—visit Loyalhanna
Dockyard for selection.
www.loyalhannadockyard.com

FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION OR SPECIFIC
PRODUCT QUESTIONS YOU CAN E-MAIL DON
@: Don@Loyalhannadockyard.com
EVENING & WEEKEND CALLS WELCOME
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Brushless Motors and RC
Scale Boats – April Update
– Captain Bill installed two
of the Mtroniks G2HYDRA
50A 1,900Kv Inrunner Brushless/ESC combo units in his
Dauntless. WOW! Way overpowered with a 3S, 11.1v,
power source. Bill is going to
try 2S, 7.4v, which will cut
the maximum rpm from
21,090 to 14,060 which
should help. The other problem he had was getting the two
motors to synch so the start was
immediately together. Right
now the one motor starts and
then the second which certainly
isn’t desirable. Bill is going to
try reprograming the units together and will let us know. We
contacted the Mtroniks tech rep
and he provided a solution with
what they call a W Tail mixer.
Basically this is how that approach works.
- Two leads from the mixer unit
are plugged into the throttle and
rudder slots on the receiver.
- Two output leads from the
mixer unit are then the mixed
signal to the two throttle ESC
units.
- A second set of output leads

from the mixer unit are the original throttle and rudder signals
(unmixed)
- You can then trim your motors
with the rudder and throttle trim
controls to be the same (off in a
neutral position) speed. The
servo arm needs to be adjusted
to be the new center on the unmixed output.
- As you turn, one motor will get
slower and one faster so aiding
in the turn. The rudder would
work as normal. Kind of neat
and the mixers are not very expensive.
Sounds a bit confusing but…
This W Tail mixer unit can be
used with any ESC units so any
dual drive system is a candidate
for this approach. There are several boats in the club which the
skippers might want to use this
approach and avoid dual stick
throttles. More to follow for
sure. kesbury Road Suite 2,
Lebanon NJ 08833
Phone (800) 892-6917 (908) 236-8120
Fax (908) 236-8721
email: info@microfasteners.com

More Treasure Coast news on page 8

Your membership and
subscription expiration
date can be found here.
Mike Toole
117 Argo Ln.
Hometown, PA
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Hello Michael
We met at the PSMS Regatta and you asked for pictures and an article
on my Exxon Empire State tug. The boat won second in static workboat on Saturday and it won second place in the W.R.A.M. show when
it was in Westchester NY. It seems that I can't break the number two
spot.
The write-ups I'm sending you had been used in making my history
scrapbook and there are sentences that don't pertain to this article so
feel free to edit all you want!
Thanks for considering my boat for your Journal.
Walter Pommnitz

Building the Model

HULL

I have built a good share of model kits in my lifetime, and had
built other boats from full size plans, but nothing compared
with the building of this one. For one, no research and development was done prior. Different sized objects act differently in
water. I was cautious of weight and placement of essentials for
radio control to build this craft to scale, sit on the right waterline and perform on the water like the full size boat.

The keel was shaped from ¼” basswood where ¼” foam board
frames were glued in their respective places and supported with
3/16” wood dowels. Spray foam insulation was used to fill the
voids between the frames and once it cured, the foam was
shaped to the frames.

I approached this build in two parts, the hull and then the superstructure. I didn’t want to start the superstructure until the
hull was finished and worked through each step until that step
was finished. There were days that I stared at a problem and
not accomplish anything physical, but thought the problem
through.
The superstructure wasn’t difficult to do, basically three boxes.
The built up stack was challenging along with all the deck
hardware. I built each piece until finished painted, put in a box
and labeled. I really enjoyed mounting all the finished parts in
their respective places and see the boat transform into a miniature of the real boat.
This boat is built in the 1987 configuration and it took me eleven years to finally get it in the water. Most of the building took
place in the freezing winter months and in the summer when
the heat and humidity drove me into my basement. Building
stopped for a house move and all the normal distractions of a
family of four and for real work that pays the bills.
All boats need to go into dry-dock for repairs and upgrades
over the years, and this boat is no different. I have been running and showing this boat for over twelve years and has acquired some mishaps and developed its own character. I will
update the upgrades at the end of the article.

Fiberglass cloth was laid over the foam plug and epoxy resin
was brushed into the fiberglass and left to fully cure. After
rough sanding and shaping more resin was brushed on. More
sanding and automotive body filler was used finish the final
shape. The main deck cabin outline was cut out and the excess
foam insulation was removed, a wooden lip was created around
the cutout to guide and locate the superstructure and also to
keep any deck water from entering into the hull, then the inside
received a coat of epoxy resin.
At this time the aluminum kort nozzles, with the shaft tubes,
were aligned and epoxyed into the hull. Now steering linkages
were installed and the raised flat deck was covered with 1/16”
plywood. The molding around this deck was glued down and
was from made from a split ¼” wood dowel.
The main deck of 1/16” plywood was epoxyed down. The bulwarks, side bits and rails were installed next. The different tow
bits were all made from scale brass tubing and finished with
caps punched out of copper sheet.
Side rub rails were glued and nailed to the hull and were made
with split wood dowels.
The two winches, used to secure a pushed barge, were made of
soldered brass sheet and plastic gears that actually turn. The
“wire rope” (cordage) has eye splices on them done with tweezers and a needle used for a marline spike. The aft cleat was
molded from epoxy putty and filed to shape.

Construction of the model is from blueprint and is 1/32 scale or
Fenders are made out of neoprene sheet material that is used to
3/8”=1’. The hull is fiberglass and the superstructure is 1/16”
make fuel pump diaphragms. It’s make-up is linen fabric sandbasswood.
wiched between the rubber and gives the look of split tires.
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Fore and aft bumpers are from the sealing gaskets of used air
cleaners off large diesel
engines.
The main aft capstan is
brass sheet and a brass
revolving drum.
The main and flanking
rudders are laminated
basswood with square
brass tube to drive them.
The main rudders and
skegs are removable for
prop maintence, but the
flanking rudders cannot
be taken off. Aluminum
Kort nozzles were machined true to print and
the props are three inch Rivabo, left and right, mounted on
stainless steel shafts and run in bronze bushings inside 3/8”
diameter stainless steel shaft tubes.
SUPERSTRUCTURE
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with the deckhand up on the bow. The horns and VSH/UFH
antennas, loud speakers and fire extinguishers are handmade.
The three VHF antennas are whiskers from my long departed
cat.
Originally I had all seven circuit switches located behind the
crews cabin door. They operated the running, night, tow aft,
tow side, fore and aft work and spotlights plus the radar motor.
About six years ago I upgraded the radio control from a four
channel to an eight channel radio, which allowed me to run
some of the lights by servos.
This next upgrade in 2013 will be an interesting one. Aside for
some reglueing and painting I want to get back into the back
deck to redo the steering anchor points and free up the flanking
rudder shafts that haven’t been working in awhile. I also am
installing a 12 channel electronic switch receiver in the boat
and its transmitter keypad is mounted on the eight channel
transmitter. I also am installing a sound system that will have
start-up sounds, shut-down sounds and increasing and decreasing RPM sounds for each motor. Also a few horn sounds and
sounds of a harbor. This requires rewiring a lot of the boat’s
functions.

WHAT MAKES HER RUN
All cabins and decks are made from 1/16” basswood as are the
Power to the propellers is supplied by two 12 volt Globe Inwatertight doors on the main cabin.
dustries ball bearing motors that have 3/16” output shafts.
The stack has a frame of plywood and covered with cardboard, Each motor is coupled to Maxi Pile gearboxes from Harbor
and then epoxy fiber glassed and finished with a basswood top Models and I run a 5 to 1 ratio. The universal joints are also
ring.
from Harbor Models which are huge and are splined to make
motor placement a breeze.
Railings are 1/32” brass wire and soldered. The fixed ladders
are all of brass pieces of sheet stock and wire. Fire stations are I run a 7Ah 12 volt battery for the motors and a 5Ah 12 volt
brass stock and the fire hose is fabric covered rubberized pip- battery for the gizmos. Run time can be over four hours with
ing sold in cloth shops. The nozzles are brass tube.
the gear ratio of 5 to 1. A member of our club, (South Orange
Seaport Society) of N.J., Ran a scale speed run for us and did
Life preservers are split wooden wheels from a craft store. The
the calculations and came up with a scale speed of 14.24 knots,
two extension ladders are made from basswood with brass
or 16.387 mph. For speed controls I use a Novak Super Roostrungs and brass stock and actually work.
er for each motor.
The mast is from a broken fishing rod tip and is hollow to run
The radio I started out
the wires to four light circuits. All light housings are handwith was a Futaba four
made except the two searchlights on the wheelhouse.
channel Conquest. I used
all channels to operate
The wheelhouse is detailed like the real boat with an oak chart
her. I now have an eight
table and writing desk. There are scale books on the shelf and
channel Polk’s Hobby
a chart of the inland waterway of the New York and New Jerradio and will have the
sey waters on the table. There is a working light over the table
that is supported by its own wires. Gauges are brass tubes with additional 12 channel keypad mounted on it. I will be able to
operate both motors independently, forward and backward,
gauge cutouts from magazines. Circuit light switches are red
smoke generator, radar, 7 light circuits, complete engine
and green glass beads.
sounds, two separate horn sounds with a few spares left.
The wheelhouse has an air conditioner and radiators to make
life comfortable for the scale captain. It is actually a German
tank crew piece from Tamiya that is highly modified along
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AT THE POND
The initial sea trial was quite a heart pounding event. I found
that when I ran it full speed and tried to turn the rudders they
locked up and wasn’t able to come out of the turn until I
backed down on the throttles. I surmised that the scale balanced rudders were too sensitive to different scale water. I fabricated a new unbalanced set that didn’t set into the nozzle as
far and also shortened them. When I tried them out, a few
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weeks later, I was very pleased with the results.
Wide open the bow wash is like her big brothers, white boiling
water! It will turn in its own length like a spinning top. She
will even sail sideways like the original.
I am very pleased with the final outcome. The boat receives
complements whenever I take her out. It was worth the time
and effort to finally complete her.
A special thanks to retired Captain Tom Coufal and Captain
Finn Nelson for all the help and guidance that they have given
me over the years. I’m so happy that I could capture their old
boat in miniature.

AN UPDATE FROM YEARS 1967 TO 1987
The three tugs built in 1967 for Humble Oil and Refining Co
were, hull #646 (Bayou St.), hull # 647 (Empire St.) and hull
#648 (Delaware Valley). All three were all built by the Jacksonville Shipyard in Florida, and all were the same configuration.
The Bayou state went to the Humble Refinery in Baton Rouge
on the Mississippi River. The Delaware Valley went to the Humble Oil piers on the Delaware River down river from Philadelphia, and the Empire State went to the Humble Refinerys on the
Great Kills waterway comprising part of the New York Harbor.
Soon after the Empire State went into service it was realized that
the bow was not suited for pushing tankers because it was too
sharp of an angle and damage was being done to the tankers
hulls. She was put into dry-dock and a new reinforced and less
angled bow was added, adding 1 foot to her length. There is a
picture of this at the end of this section.
The Empire State became the Exxon Empire State in 1971 when
the company changed its name. Her responsibilities were to
shuttle lighter barges and lightened tankers from anchorage in
the Verrazano Narrows to the Refinery in Linden and Bayonne
NJ. She also escorted Lightened tankers from Raritan Bay to
Linden and ran fuel barges through Long Island Sound to Connecticut.

out-board flanking rudder shaft was bent and it wasn’t in sync
with the inboard one. There is a picture of this at the end of this
section.
Toward the end of the eighties Exxon decided to make preparations to sell off the Linden and Bayonne refineries. A separate
marine company was formed called “Sea / River” and the Empire State was now called S/R Empire State. It was decided to
refit the tug to be more versatile for waterfront functions in the
form of fire support and oil spill response.
Having little or no “tow on hawser” work, her fantail would
serve as a platform for a 2500 foot floatation boom reel wench.
The chafing pipe and both wenches were removed. A GM 471
pump was installed below deck on the starboard side through the
forward deck hatch. The freshwater tank was bullheaded in
halve and the starboard side of it supplies fire fighting foam for a
water turret mounted on top of the wheelhouse and two fire stations on the second level deck, port and starboard.
With the sale of the Bayway Refinery to Tosco Corp in 1991, the
now S/R Empire State was also part of this sale and its name is
simply Empire State. She continued to be an integral part of the
Tosco organization.

Her paint scheme is still blue and white but with a black stack
now. She is minus the red pinstripe on the wheelhouse, Exxon
There were a few dry-dock up-grades and improvements over 20 name and the tiger logo.
years. At one time in dry-dock it was found that the port nozzle’s
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A note from John Amann, the SSMANA Membership Director and Growth & Development Director. John has extensive experience and contacts with overseas production
companies and vendors. He is providing these insights for
us as we all begin to shop in the world wide market of the
internet.

different and they charged my credit card on the day of
shipping. The package arrived all was great and I continued on working on my Russian Typhoon class submarine.

Another major problem that is encountered is delivery and
payment. Many Asian companies do not carry inventory. I
visited 9 cities in China and over 20 factories. The results
ranged from offices located in an apartment, to factories
which have the capability but in almost every case no inventory. Since the practice there is to pay first and send
later it becomes a waiting game. Sadly the company may
make the hull but all other parts maybe jobbed out. So this
takes time. This year alone I have had 9 friends order from
companies within China and the orders took up to 18
months and then when the kits arrived they were of poor
quality. Knowing the owners of the companies and speaking Chinese I made calls and was told a list of excuses why
the hulls were inferior, or the parts poorly made. To my
advantage I managed to get refunds for all of my friends.

clubs and ask about situations and share the information. In
the US we have many good online distributors like Dave at
Harbor Models, Richard of MACK, Products, Mike at
Mike’s Subworks, Don at Loyalhanna Dockyard.

Another issue when ordering from Asian companies is the
shipping fees. Many companies charge more for the shipping than the product. This is a common practice to make
As I travel to clubs around the US, I get to meet some very more money as you do not know the true cost of shipping .
talented people. But I always get similar questions regard- I ordered 10 special battery packs cost of $15.50 each and
ing where to purchase kits and parts so I will spend a few
the shipping costs quoted was over $245.00. I had my son
minutes and share my experiences with the members.
who lives in China pick up the batteries and ship them from
our home in Nanjing and the shipping cost was less than
A major issue is always should I trust companies abroad.
$45.00 and arrived in 6 days. I have seen this practice time
As the hobby industry has moved to China over the past 15 and time again. One way to stay in control is to use Ali
or so years and vendors now advertise online it is important Express or Alibaba trade group as they will guarantee the
to know and understand some very important rules.
items and most do not charge shipping. Prices in China are
very cheap on most items so if shipping is included and
Many vendors show great models on line but remember
quality assured it is a safe bet.
these are pictures and do not show enough detail. I have
found that the item received is not what was in the photo
You have to be careful to insure you will not be taken adquality issues are a problem in many cases as well as deliv- vantage of. Since it is not practical to publish names of
ery times exceeding several years.
companies in this article call your friends at your local

If you want to know about any particular company or product information located abroad feel free to send an email to
Johnchi54@yahoo.com and I will help to get you to the
right place. Working together will make the hobby much
more fun and sharing information will allow us to make
informed decisions.

One of the first things you need to ask is the delivery time
and total price of all items ordered and this becomes a major issue as they will tell you what you want to hear so as
they can close the deal. The best practice is to read the forums and see what people say about the respective companies. If there are issues you will most likely have issues as
well. Insist you will not pay till the item is being shipped.
Use US suppliers but beware many Asian shops have set up
offices in buildings and use a US address and you are still
in the same situation. You have little or no recourse in dealing with foreign companies unless they are on the common
market like Germany or England, who subscribe to trade
regulations. The other day I ordered a very complex ballast
system from Enkel of Germany. The system was ordered
and shipped 5 days later due to my specifications being
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Loyalhanna has taken on all of
the molds from “Captains
Models” Until the Loyalhanna site is updated hulls that are
currently available may be
viewed at captainsmodels.net
Additionally, Loyalhanna announced that two new submarine hulls will soon be availa-

captainsmodels.net
ble.
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The Fireboat Fleet - George got his new AquaCraft Fireboat
and enhanced her with a name (Ellie) and tons of super bright
LEDS. Outstanding George! Will have to have you head up the
FB fleet. Several in the club already and more being added
each month.

For Membership or General Questions
Treasure Coast RC Scale Boaters
125 39th Drive - Vero Beach, FL 32968
Capt. Bill Plevik - Commodore - 772-770-2909
Mackey Rodgers - Vice Commodore
Bud Johansen - Secretary/Treasurer
Bruce Childers - Director at Large
David Myers - Director at Large

This is Andy Paris. I am attaching a picture of two
of my ships.

Boat Club.

Yes-- I know Andy from my days in Seattle--we
The caption could read as follows:
were both active members of the NW RC Ship
Modelers club. I moved to Boston in '93, and he
The two ships are the German Heavy Cruiser Prinz
moved to Michigan a year later. I think the Prinz is
Eugen as she appeared in 1944. The other ship is
25 years old by now.
the U.S.S Ticonderoga (CG-47) as she appeared in
the early 1980's. Both ships are classified as heavy
Back then, Andy had a 10 foot long USS Coral Sea,
cruisers, please note how 40 years of naval evolua 10 foot long USS Montana, and the 8 foot long
tion has changed this class of ships. Both ships
Prinz.—Bill Michaels
built by Andy Paris, President of the Michigan
Scale Model
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age until shipping. Sure
beats cutting out the
By Tom Foller “Task Force 50”
models with a knife in the
Sixty years have passed since I built my first sailing ship. About days of my youth.
2 years ago the dream of building another surfaced. As a result I
Then he guided us to the
have bought several model sailing ships. The idea was mountarea where they assemble
ing those in a display case that I plan to build this summer in
the basement of our home. When I was a teenager my aunt gave the kits which is the job
me a Viking ship and a built model of the HMS Sovereign of
of one of the employee
the seas. I always loved these ships, but while in the Air Force
with a pull sheet to put together the correct number of parts to
my mother dropped a broom and you guessed it, a broad side
be placed in each kit. These kit are placed on shelves. it was
would not have done as much damage. The model was built in
what I guess was 1930’s by a prisoner in the local Jail and given like Christmas morning, I could almost see the beautiful model
as I read the names on the labels of the boxes. I know that I will
to my aunt after his release.
Several months ago I talked to John Garcia at Model Expo, the not live long enough to build them all, but I’ll have a few under
distributor that I have been buying model sailing ship from, and my belt by the time that happens.
asked if it was possible to visit their location and tour the manuI keep telling my friends and pointing to a sign that hangs on
facturing process. The kits they sail are some of the finest I
have seen. Having worked at a hobby shop many years ago I
one of the cabinets in the shop “God has put me on Earth to do
got to see lots of kits, This summer we booked a tour on the
so many thing that I may never die.” As we continued our jour“Liberty of the Sea” out of Fort Lauderdale Fl., which is next to ney he took me to an area where they make their castings of
Hollywood Fl. the home port of Model
metal parts and lastly to the shipping area. The tour only took
Expo.
about an hour, but I often think it as one of the finest hours that
When you enter their location you are
I spent this year.
greeted by a large display case filled with

A Trip Down Memory Lane

the models that they produce. John appeared around the corner of the hallway
and greeted my wife and me with a
friendly smile and a warm greeting. I was
surprised to see the number of people that
worked there. The first thing he showed
was their laser cutting
table. I found that interesting and watched for
several minutes as the
laser cut a fine line
across the sheet of bass
wood. He said they
make five kits at a time
and place them in stor-

Model Expo handles many other kits that they don’t assemble
and have listed on their website “Modelexpo.com” plus they
recycle kits for other people. Many thanks for a great tour and a
chance to meet the people who provide so many with dreams
and a great kit.
To see additional pictures go to their website. Click on ships
and on the column to the right, go to the bottom and click on
virtual tours. Enjoy!

Tom Foller, Commodore, Task Force-50 at
the Fun Run discussing the art of model ship
building with some interested spectators.
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Over the years I have always had issues with
finding parts and supplies for my many projects. I've sourced products and had to wait
months from many vendors overseas which is
a very frustrating issue. David from Harbor
Models has a great selection and is well
versed in the hobby. He knows the market
place and kits from all over the world. If you
order on Friday which I often do, remarkably I
get the products on Monday. David and his
staff are always researching new products for
the scale model builder and handle all issues
promptly.
Harbor models is one of the few companies
still in business that deals with scale model
products. Check him out
at www.harbormodels.com
John Amann Sr.

New Membership
Events Director
John Amann

working abroad. Lucy has volunteered to assist with my Membership
Director duties and to be my traveling companion. Our collective children are now grown. Proudly I have
5 grand children

“I volunteered to help SSMA-NA
in some support role. I want
SSMA-NA to be a resource to me
and each of its members.”
Jim Butt sent the following for all of the East Coast people who
would like to sail over the winter months.

Winter subs and ships schedule at the YMCA
Folks, just a heads up in case you missed the email from earlier
in the summer.
We do have a contract with the Shrewsbury PA YMCA to run
the subs and ships thru the winter months as in past years. As
usual, the dates are the second Sunday of the month, from 10:00
until 1:00. Lunch at a local restraint following. Cost is about $5$7 to sail in the heated pool!
The dates are:
Oct 12, Nov 9, Dec 14, Jan 11, Feb 8, March 8, April 12

I assume my new duties as Membership/Event Director, I believe for
SSMA-NA needs to have strong
membership, each local club must
have strong membership. Scale mod.Now, after volunteering to help el boating is an art form and I feel
SSMA-NA, I have accepted the we should take time to help others
Membership Event Director po- progress through the process of
learning through clubs. No one persition. It will be a great time
son knows it all and there is such
working with the SSMA-NA
abroad range of ships help is always
Directors and members! Please welcomed. I also believe that our
younger population has so many
contact me anytime you desire.
things available it is a tragedy when
You can reach me anytime at
we do not pass on our skills and
johnchi54@yahoo.com or call
knowledge. I encourage everyone to
direct 312-217-1140
have fun and enjoy getting out there
with your respective groups and
So, who am I?
hand you transmitter to a young man
or women and show them how much
My Name is “John”. That is short
fun this hobby really is. Weather it is
for Johannes Guenther Amann Sr.. I
an ARTR or a complex ship kit what
am retired, but still working. I am
we pass forward may save one kid
married to my wife Ying (Lucy)
from the hardships of peer pressure
Xiang who I met in China while
while learning valuable skills.
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Everyone, please check your
membership expiration
date!!! See the address label
on this issue!
And remember, renew in advance so as not to miss an issue of the JOURNAL!
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THE NEWSLETTER OF THE PHILADELPHIA SHIP MODEL SOCIETY
Launched 7 January 1931
http://phillyshipmodel.com
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Talk about a
perfect venue!!
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How do we get the Public interested in
Scale Model Ships & Boats?
A museum workshop and a major display
at a large Public facility!!!

CSS SHILO, ca. 1889 (yes the date is correct!) Winner of the modelers choice award. A great build, hope
to get an article on her.
Built by,
13
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AMERICAN BEAUTY
By Terry Beeler

Send details of your event
to the editor!
Journal@SSMANA.org

A new club is forming in the
Naples, Florida area! "
Southwest Florida Shipmodeler's Guild"
. Contact
PHILLIP A. ROACH phone

(239) 992-0178
For information!

RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP WITH THE SSMA. SEND
ALL RENEWALS TO
Mr. Allan Bowman
9117 Mariners Ridge Dr.
Fort Wayne, IN 46819-2411

Check your membership card for your renewal date,
update your address and never miss an issue of the
JOURNAL!

Ever need (or want) to build a “cage mast” for your
ship? Check out this builder jig. Note the indexing
and method of mounting. I separates in the center so
it can be disassembled. (Task Force-50, York, PA)
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October 2 Monthly Meeting at Galaxy Hobby 7:00 PM October 4 Fisherman's Festival 11:00- 6:00
October 5 Fun float at Bellevue Downtown Park 10:00 to noon November 6 Monthly Meeting at Galaxy Hobby 7:00 PM November 9 Fun Float Location TBD 10:00 to 2:00 December 4 Year End Banquet 7:00 – 10:00
15
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Sights from the TASK FORCE-50 Regatta, August, 2014
Garvey & Seastar
by Jerry Smith

Daniel Deatrich and his USS PENNSYLVANIA
HMAS HOBART, USS BOSTON by
Jerry Kirk and the fleet anchorage.

All photos re
John Humell

John Christinzio, winner of the IKE with
TF50 President Randy Woerner &
Member Mike Toole
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Static judging team in action.

Daniel Deatrich (above.) winner of the Modelers Choice Award, (based on participants
vote) and John Kershesky, (below) winner of
the Captains Award, with their Tower Hobby
Gift Certificate.

John won the Captain’s
Award with his BUSTER II,
highest score in combined
static and steering events.
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Jim Welchel of New Freedom, Pa. and hi model of the
“first” rc boat, built by N. Tesla.

First place civilian, Norman Brailsford, MATTHEW B.
Second place civilian, John Kershesky, BUSTER II
Task Force-50 Regatta Results

First place military, Bob Kostosky, Coast Guard 41

Out of 42 contestants, six first, and second place,
winners earned plaques and the following awards.

Second place military, David Vogtman, USS SOUTH
CAROLINA

Captain’s Award, To the captain with the highest
score in both static and precision steering, John
Kershesky, BUSTER II.

Static Judging, given in civilian and military.

Modeler’s Choice, based on participant rating,
Daneil Deatrich, USS PENNSYLVANIA.
Master Modeler, given to contestants who have
previously won awards, Jerry Smith, DIXIE II and
John Kersheskey, BUSTER II.
Precision Steering, given to civilian and military
categories.

First place civilian, Jerry Smith, SEA STAR
Second place civilian, John Kersheskey, RELIANT
First place military, Daniel Deatrich, USS PENNSYLVANIA
Second place military, Bob Kostosky, Coast Guard 41
A big thanks to our vendor supporters, contestants and
all the wives who support us, especially at the snack
bar!

Visit us on the web at- SSMANA.ORG
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Below: Bill Michael’s Springer Tug
pushing a floatplane back to the
dock after it nosed over on landing.

Check out the event that
WSMS is planning for 2015
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PT 658 by Gordon H. Millar, P.E.

The hull is an ABS mold from the Mosquito Fleet in San
Pedro, California. The inside structure is scratch built. It
The original boat was built by Higgins in New Orleans
is powered with three TRAXXAS brushless motors
and launched in April, 1946. Higgins and Elco built al(Velineon 3500) driving the propellers through 1.62:1
most all of the 800 PT’s used by the Navy in WWII. The reduction gears. The single speed control (VXL-3s) operElco was80 feet and employed 3 rudders for its three
ates on 10.8 volts giving the boat good performance.
Packard engines. The Higgins was slightly shorter at 78’
I originally designed the motor system to operate from
6” and used only two rudders, which as it turns out even
three separate throttles on 2.4 gigahertz. This, however,
on the model was less effective than the Elco design.
turned out to be an operating disaster for a number of reaPT 658 was originally destined for sale or lend-lease to
sons, but primarily because I could no hear the motors,
Russia, but at the last minute was unloaded from the ship and synchronization of the propellers at anything above
and returned to the USN. Although well armed, it never idle was virtually impossible. As the control system is set
saw combat service. The Navy used he boat in some ser- up now, one throttle controls all three motors and altvice capacity, but it eventually sold it to private owners.
hough it limits maneuverability a little bit it is a far more
After several title transfers it ended up in the hands of a
manageable control system.
PT Boat Veterans Group in Portland, Oregon, where the
The only modification to the boat operation that is differboat was fully restored and operates today on its three
ent from the real boats is the addition of trim tabs to the
Packard M-2500 engines.
model. The real boats were known amongst the crews as
For most of its service years PT 658 was painted battle“tail draggers” and the model is no different. The addiship grey. The records show that it left the factory in
tion of the trim tabs on the transom, however, not only
camouflage. Several years ago the PT Veterans Group
improved and leveled out the planning angle, it definitely
repainted the 658 in its original camouflage design which gave somewhat better performance as high speeds, altis how it looks today. As painting is one of my less dehough the one thing you have to be careful of at full throtveloped skills, I have left my model battleship gray and
tle is not to touch the rudders. Full throttle high speed
have no plans to re-paint.
turns are exciting! (more photos on pg. 20)
The model is a 1/20 scale which puts it at a little over 47”.
Receive our FREE NEWSLETTER: E-Mail
Renee@Loyalhannadockyard.com and put
‘NEWSLETTER’ in the subject line.

Dynamic Models is BACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Now available—visit Loyalhanna Dockyard
for selection.
www.loyalhannadockyard.com
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Loyalhanna Dockyard is pleased to announce two new hulls available for the upcoming building season! The
first is for the whaleback freighter SS John Ericcson and the hull is 1/96 scale which puts the length right
around 48”. The whaleback deck has been molded to the hull so as to minimize the amount of work the
builder needs to do. Plans are available with this hull. As with the logging tug, it is available now and will
be added to the website shortly although both hulls may be purchased by contacting Don at Loyalhanna
Dockyard. See the Loyalhanna ad in this issue!

PT 658 by Gordon H. Millar, P.E.
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Canadian Logging tug called the Dozer or Sidewinder. This
hull is from one of Ron Burchett’s molds. It is 13.5” LOA
and 6.5” wide and as can be seen in the pictures the deck and
coming are already molded in. This hull comes with a set of
plans and anybody interested should feel free to contact Don
at Loyalhanna for more information.

See the Loyalhanna ad in this issue!

Check this type of boat out
on the internet!
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Articulated rudder (Becker Design)
for scale model boats.
By Denny Ziegler, TF-50

swings 30 degrees, the extension can move an additional 30 degrees to provide very good steering
control. The dimensioned parts and the sketch
These are photos of a Becker type articulated rud- make the rudder used to illustrate this article but
der installed on different boats. The pictures are of can be changed to suit your tastes or scale. The
a dual rudder on a 41 foot Dumas CG boat and a
important thing is that R1 divided by P1 should be
single rudder on a runabout . The turning perforabout 1.59. See sketch on Parts Drawing.
mance with this type of rudder is exceptional.
This is a two part article. The first part
Straight rudders lose there effectiveness when the
angle goes over 45 degrees relative to the center- covers the making of all of the compoline of the boat. The extension on the back of the nents necessary to start the soldering
Becker rudder changes angle whenever the main
process. Make all parts except #6 and #9.
rudder swings. Example: If the main rudder
This is a construction article and the methods I
used are illustrated here. How others would do this
All brass used is available
from K & S thru most local hobby shops or on line depends on their level of ability as well as to the
equipment available to
from Walthers, Tower Hobby or others.
them.
A lathe and milling machine are not needed for
this project. The only power tool would be a drill
One problem working
press.
with sheet brass is cutting
Regular tools needed:
Drill bit sets - Number and fraction.
it without distorting the
Razor saws – Would suggest “Zona” from Micro
edges. Clamp the brass
Mark. There set # 82980 has 4 blades including a between two pieces of wood and saw thru the brass
13/32 wide x 52 tpi and a 1 3/16 wide x 32 tpi. Inand into the wood. Always work with the longest
dividual blades are also available. The 52 tpi is
piece of brass and plan your cuts so that the last
great for sawing the brass tubes. It cuts on the
cut separates the brass and
draw, not the push.
also yields the finished piece.
Vernier caliper with sharp points for scribing cut
lines on the brass sheets and tubes. Optional:
The photo shows some of the
“Dykum” steel blue layout fluid. Available with a scribed layout lines with
dauber type applicator. Available from “Grainger”, some cuts already made. The
their item number 80200.
drilled hole is at the bottom
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Tom Foller, TF-50, getting ready for
the Regatta, always lots to do!

Ernest Hemingway’s fishing boat
at his home in Key West, FL

From Denny Ziegler, TF-50
Tip #19
Size

K&S#

Size

K&S#

1/32 rod

8160

.025 x ¼ strip 8235

1/16 rod

8162

.032 x 2” strip 8244

article, photos, or just give the editor a call-Lets see more
great articles! I would really like to publish builders
articles, construction tips but especially information and
photos about YOU & YOUR club!

3/32 rod

8163

.025 x ½ strip 8236

Send in anything that you think would be of interest to
us. We all want to enjoy the hobby!

1/8 rod

8164

Attending an event?, please submit an

1/8 od x 3/32 id tube 8127
5/32 od x 1/8 id tube 8128
3/16 od x 5/32 id tube 8129
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ing in the drill press
chuck to align the back
guide strip. This will
put the two holes in the
center of the strip. Note
Several pieces are made from tubing. It is important
the clamp made from
that the length is accurately controlled and that the
plywood. Make a bunch
ends are square. The drill press is used for squaring
of these as they will be
the ends and in controlling the length.
used to hold many of the components for the solderCut a length of tube about 3 inches long. Chuck it in ing operations. Metal clamps are no good. They abthe drill press and using a fine file stroke across the sorb too much heat making soldering difficult.
end while the drill press is running. Pay attention to
Small drills have a tendency
how the file feels. Concentrate on holding the file
square to the tube and when you no longer feel vi- to move sideways when they
touch the material. I use a
brations in the file the tube end is square. Use the
“center drill” to spot the matip of a #11 Exacto knife to deburr the inside and
the file on the OD. terial before using the final
sized drill. These drill are
Now to cut and
make to length. Us- available in a set from Micro
ing Dykum or a felt Mark. This is not necessary
tip, darken the tube but they improve drill location accuracy and are really valuable when cross drilling round stock. I
where the cut to
length will be made. would suggest #31114 which include #0, #1 and #2
drills. NOTE: When using these drills you must use
Using the vernier,
oil on the tip. The tip is very delicate especially in
scribe a line comthe #0 size but the shanks are stiff which keeps the
pletely around the
tube by using short scribing strokes. Place the tube drill on location. A similar approach is also used to
drill the #65 (.035) holes in parts #7 and #10
into your vise and with a fine toothed razor saw
make one or two short strokes slightly away from
Round the one end, saw
the scribed line. Rotate the tube about 30 degrees
the pieces from the
and repeat this procedure all the way around. After
barstock, round that end,
one or two full turns of the tube it will part off.
unsolder and clean up.
Back to the drill press and file the cut end: Remove,
Piece #3 is also made from
measure and file. With a little practice you can con¼ wide x .025 stock. Use
trol the length to within .001 to .003. Seven or eight
pieces of the rudder will be made in this way.
the same procedure to make this part which varies
with the application. See the photos of the different
Two of piece #2 are needed. Cut installations showing a rudder on the boats center
one piece to the desired length
line and one photo showing the dual rudder arrangeand deburr. Solder this to the end
of the bar with it flush to the end. ment. Note that piece #3 is bent and/or is a different
length depending on the installations conditions.
See photo. If making a double
rudder setup, solder 4 pieces together to insure uni- This photo shows all of the pieces needed to start
formity. Dykum the brass and scribe a the center
the soldering operation. The two pieces on the exline. Scribe a line .125 from the end and a second
treme right are jig parts used for part location durline .596 from the end. (.125 + .471 )
ing soldering. See parts sketch on page 23 for diThe material is .250 wide. Use a .250 piece of tubmensions.
of the slot for the rudder post. Several more cuts are
to be made. Having a metal shear would make this
much easier.

Part 2 in the January 2015 issue!
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TAUBMAN PLANS SERVICE
The largest collection of model boat plans available.
We are adding new plans daily and re-issuing older
plans that have not been available for several years.
Please visit us at:

www.taubmansonline.com

Or call: (585) 494-0027
evening & weekend calls
welcomed

FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION OR SPECIFIC PRODUCT QUESTIONS YOU CAN EMAIL DON @:
Don@Loyalhannadockyard.com
EVENING & WEEKEND CALLS WELCOME

CATALOGS
Loyalhanna Dockyard 2-Volume Catalog –
Over 750 Pages – Packed with Technical Information
to Assist you in Projects of all Types & Varieties. $
49.00 + $ 5.00 S & H
Taubman Plans Catalog – Over 500 Pages – Approx.
10,000 Individual Plans Listed. Updated with Several
New Product Lines Never Before Available to the
Public. $ 24.00 + $ 3.00 S & H
Hartman Model Boats Catalog – Beautifully Illustrated
Color Catalog of some of the finest Fiberglass Hulls
plus additional products. $ 12.00 + $ 3.00 S & H
Dynamic Models Catalog - Purchase at:
www.loyalhannadockyard.com for $ 5.00
Character Ship Models Catalog - Purchase at:
www.loyalhannadockyard.com for $ 5.00

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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SSMANA Membership Application

Email: membership@SSMANA.ORG

For information regarding current
membership application address!
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677 Baldwin Way
Mount Joy, PA 17552

SSMA Directors
Have any suggestions or comments to
help improve the JOURNAL? Please
send them in to the Editor!

These are the established
email address for the various
SSMANA positions.
nationaldirector@ssmana.org

National Director

Journal Editor

Treasurer

Don Spielberger

Mike Toole

Heinz Ricken

7527 Gilbert Road

677 Baldwin Way

514 Cranford Avenue

Bergen, NY 14416

Mount Joy, PA 17552

Cranford, NJ 07016

nationaldirector@ssmana.org

journal@ssmana.org

treasurer@ssmana.org

Membership

Web Site Director

Vendor Liaison

Bill Michaels

Don Spielberger

Email
membership@ssmana.org

journal@ssmana.org

For current Membership
address!

membership@ssmana.org
treasurer@ssmana.org

7527 Gilbert Road
Action, MA 01720

web@ssmana.org

insurance@ssmana.org
web@ssmana.org

10 Able Jones Place

Bergen, NY 14416

Ins/Safety Director

Handbook Editor

Events Director

Gary Dickinson

Tom Pound

John Amann

3730 Beach Blvd.

303-2151 Haultain Sreet

758 Regency Park Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32207

Victoria, B.C. V8R 2L8

Crystal Lake, IL 60014

insurance@ssmana.org

johnchi54@yahoo.com
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